such terrain corresponds to the low-[H] region around Marcia crater.

The extensive region on Vesta with elevated H content is not plausibly due to a localized enhancement in meteoroid flux or a single isolated impact—for example, fragments of the Veneneia basin impactor. Regolithic howardites such as K apoeta contain CM, CR, and CI chondrite clasts (31) in modest abundance (12), which suggests accumulation over time from numerous impactors and asteroidal dust (36). Thus, the H-rich region of Vesta probably reflects a zone of more ancient regolith, on which the accumulation of chondritic debris has had a longer history. If Rhea silla ejecta blanketed this region, it was much thinner than elsewhere on Vesta, so that subsequent gardening has mixed in more of the underlying young, carbonaceous chondrite-rich regolith.

The deposition of exogenic material is time-dependent, with P accumulating gradually on exposed surfaces. Accumulation is by impact excavation, volatilization, and mantling by ejecta. Thus, the [H] measured with GRaND provides a measure of the relative age of the vestan regolith on a global scale.
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Pitted Terrain on Vesta and Implications for the Presence of Volatiles


We investigated the origin of unusual pitted terrain on asteroid Vesta, revealed in images from the Dawn spacecraft. Pitted terrain is characterized by irregular rimless depressions found in and around several impact craters, with a distinct morphology not observed on other airless bodies. Similar terrain is associated with numerous martian craters, where pits are thought to form through degassing of volatile-bearing material heated by the impact. Pitted terrain on Vesta may have formed in a similar manner, which indicates that portions of the surface contain a relatively large volatile component. Exogenic materials, such as water-rich carbonaceous chondrites, may be the source of volatiles, suggesting that impactor materials are preserved locally in relatively high abundance on Vesta and that impactor composition has played an important role in shaping the asteroid’s geology.

In July 2011, the Dawn spacecraft entered into orbit around Vesta, the second-most massive asteroid in the solar system. After initial Survey and High-Altitude orbits, Dawn spiraled down to its ~210-km Low-Altitude Mapping Orbit (LAMO) (1), allowing for acquisition of Framing Camera (FC) images (2) at pixel scales of ~20 m, as well as high-resolution views of Vesta’s geology. LAMO clear-filter images cover ~70% of the surface (latitudes above ~55°N were in shadow). In this data set, we identified terrain with a distinct pitted morphology. Here, we describe this terrain and its implications for the presence and origin of volatiles on Vesta.

The most widespread occurrence of pitted terrain is associated with Marcia crater (~70-km diameter, Fig. 1A). Marcia is among the most recent large impacts on Vesta; using the methods of Marchi et al. (3), we estimate its age to be ~70 million years. Pitted terrain is found on otherwise smooth deposits located on the crater floor surrounding a small central peak, atop a slump terrain, and within portions of the continuous ejecta blanket. Pits lack raised rims, and on the floor they range in size from ~30 m (near the limit of resolution at 17 m per pixel) to just over 1 km in diameter (Fig. 1, B to D). Pits found in clusters on the slump terrain and ejecta blanket are smaller (largest sizes: ~250 m) and are often located where ejecta fills topographic lows (Fig. 1, A and F). On the floor, material that slumped down the crater walls appears to bury the pitted terrain in several areas; in others, pits may occur within the slump deposits (fig. S1). Toward the center of the floor where the deposit is probably thickest, pits increase in size, and their shapes become more
irregular (Fig. 1, C and D). In many places, pits coalesce and overlap, resulting in polygonal boundaries between adjacent pits. A digital terrain model (4) derived from LAMO images shows that individual pits are typically <50 m deep (Fig. 1B); the largest pit complex is ~200 m deep.

The floor deposit in which Marcia’s pitted terrain resides is relatively flat, apart from a broad region in the southeast that is ~200 m below the rest of the crater floor (Fig. 1B). This region contains both pits and relatively smooth areas; if the crater floor once approximated an equipotential surface, this implies a high degree of subsidence. Around the margins of the broad depression are several slump scarps (Fig. 1E), and we see evidence for subsidence at the edge of a complex pit (Fig. 1D) and surrounding a large isolated pit, where several terraces may indicate successive levels of downslope movement (Fig. 1C).

Pits in the fresh crater Cornelia (15-km diameter, Fig. 2A) have similar morphologies but are restricted to the crater floor (Fig. 2B) and are smaller (<350 m). In some areas, pits abut or form within slumped material (Fig. 2B and fig. S1). Within Licinia crater (24-km diameter, Fig. 2C), the identification of pitted terrain is tentative. The occurrence is limited, with small clusters of pits surrounded by larger expanses of smooth floor material (Fig. 2D). Licinia is slightly more degraded with more superposed impact craters, and pits are not as sharply defined. Pit sizes range from ~30 to 500 m. The floor of Numisia crater (33-km diameter, Fig. 2E) is even more ambiguous, with a small hummocky area that could represent a degraded cluster of pits that are each less than ~600 m across (Fig. 2F). The positive identification of pitted terrain within two of the youngest craters on Vesta suggests that its occurrence may have been more widespread but has degraded or been buried with time.

Marcia, Cornelia, and Numisia craters all have large exposures of dark material (5–7); Licinia has not been observed at illumination conditions favorable for the assessment of albedo. FC color images and spectra from the Visible and Infrared Spectrometer (VIR) (8) show that the floor deposits at Marcia and Cornelia are distinct in color from their surroundings (Fig. 3), with 6 to 13% lower reflectance at 750 nm than average values for Vesta, whereas the dark material at each crater is 35 to 39% lower in reflectance. Pyroxene absorption bands are 4 to 9% shallower in the floor deposit than average for Vesta; local dark material has 15 to 21% shallower bands. VIR emission spectra show that the floor deposits have distinct thermal properties (fig. S2).

Analogous pitted terrain is not observed on other airless bodies (fig. S3), and the lack of alignment and distinct morphology are inconsistent with drainage of material into subsurface fractures (fig. S4). Pitted terrain in more than 200 fresh craters on Mars has similar morphologies (Fig. 4) and corresponding occurrences on floor deposits, terraces, and ejecta (9–13). Formation models for the martian pitted terrain include collapse due to sublimation of ice long after the impact event (11) or erosion due to rapid degassing of volatiles within a melt-breccia mixture heated by the impact event (12, 13). Either scenario...

Fig. 1. Clear filter mosaic of pitted terrain at Marcia crater. (A) The sharp, raised rim indicates that Marcia is one of the youngest craters on Vesta. Locations of pitted terrain are indicated in red (boundaries approximate). North is toward the top and illumination is from the east in all images. (B) The crater floor displays the largest concentration of pits. A colorized digital terrain model derived with elevations calculated relative to a geoid is shown overlaid on a LAMO image mosaic. (C) Pits on the floor display successive levels of downslope movement. The top, irregular pit has ripplelike features that may also be constructional [width of (C) to (F) is 3.5 km; locations of (C) to (E) are shown in (B)]. (D) Complex pitted terrain where pits share walls in near-polygonal boundaries and appear to coalesce. Arrows indicate a region of subsidence surrounding and overlapping several pits. (E) Slump scarp that probably indicates downslope movement due to subsidence. (F) A cluster of pits within the ejecta of Marcia [location shown in (A)]. All images were photometrically corrected using the procedure of Reddy et al. (7).
requires volatiles, presumed to be largely water ice, in substantial abundances [minimum abundance is not well defined; estimates range up to 12 weight percent (wt %)] (12).

The marked similarities between pitted terrains on Mars and Vesta suggest a similar origin. However, the prospect of abundant volatiles originating on Vesta is counter to the generally low endogenic volatile contents (14) indicated by meteorites thought to originate from Vesta (15, 16), and Vesta’s basaltic crust is thought to have degassed (17). Thus, the source of volatiles is likely to be exogenic. The association of pitted terrain with craters that have prominent exposures of dark material within their walls and ejecta (Fig. 3) may be a key observation. Telescopic spectra indicate the presence of OH and possibly H$_2$O on Vesta (18, 19); Dawn’s Gamma Ray and Neutron Detector (GRaND) observes a heterogeneous distribution of H across the surface and finds that the highest abundances are associated with broad regions of low albedo (20). Carbonaceous chondrites, which have been observed as clasts in howardites (21, 22), are both low in reflectance (23) and contain an average of 9 wt % mineralogically bound water (24). The spectral properties of dark deposits indicate that carbonaceous material may comprise up to 60% of the regolith (25), which would indicate that ~5 wt % H$_2$O may be present in these areas. Later impacts into this water-bearing regolith would result in devolatilization due to impact heating and melting. Evidence for impact melt is seen at both Marcia and Cornelia (fig. S5),

Fig. 2. Clear filter mosaics of pitted terrain in Cornelia and possible exposures in Licinia and Numisia. (A) LAMO image mosaic of the crater Cornelia. (B) Pitted terrain is concentrated on the floor of Cornelia. Portions of the floor are covered with slumped material; pits abut and form within these deposits (see also fig. S1). (C) Licinia crater is slightly degraded. (D) Possible pitted terrain on the floor of Licinia. Pits cluster in groups surrounding a central mound; large areas of the floor contain no pits. Approximately half of the crater was in shadow during LAMO. (E) Numisia crater, also older than Cornelia. (F) Floor of Numisia, where a hummocky region could represent degraded pitted terrain.

Fig. 3. Spectral properties of Marcia and Cornelia craters. (A) Enhanced color view of Marcia crater. Color is displayed with 749/438 nm in red, 749/917 nm in green, and 438/749 nm in blue and is shown overlaid on a 749-nm image to retain morphologic information. In this color scheme, green areas indicate stronger absorption bands and red areas indicate steeper spectral slopes. Dark material, with shallow absorption bands and spectral slopes, is observed at both craters and is shown in blue. (B) Enhanced color view of Cornelia crater with the same color scheme. The floors of both craters are distinct from their surroundings, suggesting a difference in physical properties or composition. (C) Spectra of the floors and local dark material at Marcia and Cornelia, shown with an average spectrum of Vesta for comparison.
beryllium and pit formation via dehydration is consistent with GRaND observations of lower H abundances immediately surrounding Marcia crater (20).

Rapid degassing of a volatile-bearing melt-brecia mixture is consistent with the observed morphologies of Vesta’s pitted terrain. Slumping around some pits (Fig. 1) may be due to terrain being undercut as material is eroded during pit development. Pits that formed within the edges of crater wall slumps (fig. S1) may have continued to degas through the slumped material. Where wall slumps were thicker, they probably inhibited pit formation. Fresh craters with flat floor deposits, like those that host the pitted terrain, are rare on Vesta. Other large craters that expose near-surface material are either substantially more degraded or their formation on relatively steep slopes resulted in large, asymmetric slump deposits (5) that buried what would have been the crater floor. The sizes of pits on Vesta follow the Mars power-law trend of increasing pit size with host crater diameter (13). Pit size appears to be controlled by the thickness of the impact-heated deposit, expected to be similar on both bodies, rather than specific volatile content.

An alternative source of volatiles is impacting comets. As ice is not likely to be stable in sufficient volumes near Vesta’s surface at equatorial latitudes (20), cometary volatiles would need to be delivered during the crater-forming event. However, the high impact velocities of comets typically result in vaporization and loss of the majority of the projectile, which suggests that little cometary material would be preserved within the crater floor and local ejecta. We also see evidence that pitted terrain may be tied to local surface properties rather than specific impactor composition. Though a small sample, pitted terrain is located only in regions not associated with the Rheasilvia impact basin, which dominates Vesta’s southern hemisphere (27) and contains the lowest concentrations of hydrogen (20) and a dearth of dark material (6).

The formation mechanism for pitted terrain must explain the occurrence of these features on Mars and Vesta and their absence on the Moon, Mercury, and other asteroids for which images of comparable resolution exist. If delivery of hydrated material to the surface by impactors such as carbonaceous chondrites can result in the development of pitted terrain, similar features should be observed on other volatile-poor airless bodies. Higher average impact velocities at Mercury and the Moon (28) may account for this difference, reducing the likelihood that impactors will be preserved without shock devolatilization. Pitted terrain may yet be discovered on other asteroids; among the handful already imaged at high resolution, the large size, complex geologic evolution, and chance collisional history of Vesta set it apart. Vesta’s surface appears to be unique among airless bodies observed to date in the nature and degree of preservation of exogenic materials.
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